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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Wed Sep 2 14:51:51 2020
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Wed, 2 Sep 2020 18:51:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (September 2020)
Message-ID:
<DM6PR09MB4805AFF58F236397D91111E9BC2F0@DM6PR09MB4805.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

[cid:image002.png at 01D68138.95834C90]
EXPLORE RELIC
September 2020 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local
History (RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history are our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Libraries. You can always find
more about us at pwcgov.org/relic<https://www.pwcgov.org/relic>.
Central Library is currently being renovated. When that renovation is complete,
tentatively set for early to mid-October, RELIC will reopen in spacious new
quarters there. Please check the
website<https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/relic.aspx> for
updates.
Starting Monday, August 31 - Friday, September 18, RELIC will be closed for all
services. Beginning Saturday, September 19, RELIC will be available by email and
phone (new number TBD).

The following virtual programs can be accessed on our website beginning on the
dates shown. Previous RELIC programs can be viewed on RELIC's Programs
page<https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx>.
[Research Your Immigrant Ancestor]<https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h8u1W8deXG8&feature=youtu.be>
UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS
RESEARCHING YOUR IMMIGRANT ANCESTOR<https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h8u1W8deXG8&feature=youtu.be>
All U.S. residents descend from immigrants. Those who arrived within the past 500
years may have a paper trail. RELIC's Don Wilson will describe passenger lists and
naturalization records and how to find them.
Beginning Tuesday, September 1<https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h8u1W8deXG8&feature=youtu.be> (Virtual program)
[Welcome RELIC at Central Library]<https://bit.ly/39k8Kds>
WELCOME TO RELIC AT CENTRAL COMMUNITY LIBRARY!<https://bit.ly/39k8Kds>
After 25 years at the Bull Run Regional Library, the RELIC department has moved to
a new home at the renovated and reopened Central Community Library. RELIC's Kirk

Johnson leads this brief "virtual tour" along with an overview of the resources and
materials available for patrons researching their family history or the history of
our community.
Beginning Thursday, October 1<https://bit.ly/39k8Kds> (Virtual program)

[Using Interlibrary Loan for Your Genealogical
Research]<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/event/4413328>
USING INTERLIBRARY LOAN FOR YOUR GENEALOGICAL
RESEARCH<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/event/4413328>
Although RELIC has a robust collection of materials, neither RELIC nor Prince
William Public Libraries can own every record of interest to patrons. Fortunately,
it's possible for us to borrow materials from other library systems for patron use.
The Library of Virginia, in particular, has a wealth of materials of interest to
genealogists and local history researchers. RELIC's Kirk Johnson will guide you
through the process of finding materials on the Library of Virginia website and
other institutions, and placing an Interlibrary Loan request
Beginning Thursday, October 1<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/event/4413328> (Virtual
program)
[Google Search for Genealogists]<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/event/4545340>
ADVANCED GOOGLE SEARCHING FOR
GENEALOGISTS<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/event/4545340>
Although RELIC has a robust collection of materials, neither RELIC nor Prince
William Public Libraries can own every record of interest to patrons. Fortunately,
it's possible for us to borrow materials from other library systems for patron use.
The Library of Virginia, in particular, has a wealth of materials of interest to
genealogists and local history researchers. RELIC's Kirk Johnson will guide you
through the process of finding materials on the Library of Virginia website and
other institutions, and placing an Interlibrary Loan request
Beginning Thursday, October 1<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/event/4545340> (Virtual
program)
[Genealogy Round Table]<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/events?start=today&end=2020-1130&term=Genealogy+Round+Table>
GENEALOGY ROUNDTABLE<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/events?start=today&end=2020-1130&term=Genealogy+Round+Table>
RELIC's Don Wilson will lead a roundtable discussion addressing "brick wall"
problems with your genealogical research. Register to be included in this meeting
of fellow family history researchers where you can share ideas and insights and
work through stubborn research problems.
Wednesday, October 21, 7:00 p.m.<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/event/4449631>
Wednesday, November 4, 2:00 p.m.<https://pwcgov.libnet.info/event/4449629>
(Virtual programs, registration required, either session)
.
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AGENCIES OF HISTORY
If you are doing historical research in Prince William County, you have a number of
organizations supporting your work. Here are some of them:
Prince William County Historic Preservation Division<https://bit.ly/2Q81zfM>,
Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, preserves, maintains, and interprets
historic sites owned by the County, including Ben Lomond, Brentsville Courthouse,
Rippon Lodge, Old Manassas Courthouse, Williams Ordinary, Lucasville School, and
Bristoe Station Battlefield. For several years in March, they have organized a
symposium of Prince William history. Tours of selected historic sites have resumed.
The Prince William Historic Preservation Foundation<http://www.pwhpf.org/> is a
nonprofit organization that supports programs made available to the public by the
County, particularly the programs of the Historic Preservation Division.
The Prince William County Historical Commission<https://bit.ly/3ggPzmE> advises the
Board of County Supervisors "in its efforts to identify, preserve, protect, and
promote Prince William County's historical sites, artifacts, buildings, and
events." These citizen appointees meet monthly. They sponsor highway markers and
research projects and support the protection of cemeteries and historic sites
facing development. Their support staff include County Archaeologist Justin Patton
and the Historic Preservation Division. They have published or reprinted a number
of works important to our local history.
Historic Prince William<https://bit.ly/2QdVVZw> is Prince William County's
historical society. They offer periodic programs on local topics, often at
Montclair Library. They sponsor tours of regional historic sites. Members have been
active in restoring neglected and vandalized cemeteries. They offer grants to
scholars specializing in Prince William research. They sponsored Eugene Scheel's
map of Prince William historical sites and his book Crossroad and Corners. Their
website has links to numerous photos, documents, and maps.
None of the above organizations has a library or archive available for public
access. Although RELIC is not an official county archive, it is the next best
thing. The other organizations often refer questions to RELIC for a response. We
are gratified by our ability to satisfy the research needs of many of the people
who contact us.

[cid:image010.png at
01D68138.95834C90]<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relicprograms.aspx>
To read the latest lists of new materials available, please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-news.aspx>.
To be notified of upcoming library programs and activities, sign up for the PWPL
newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.

[email protected]<https://www.pwcgov.org/cdn-cgi/l/emailprotection#7e12171c0c1f0c071d1113130b10171d1f0a1711100d3e0e091d19110850110c19> or

703-792-8150
Questions and comments are always welcome.
[Like us on Facebook]<https://www.facebook.com/PrinceWilliamPublicLibraries>
[Follow us on Twitter]<https://twitter.com/PrinceWmLibrary>
[View on Instagram]<https://instagram.com/pwpls>
[Find us on Pinterest]<https://www.pinterest.com/pwpls/>
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From shouck at starklibrary.org Wed Sep 9 09:19:11 2020
From: shouck at starklibrary.org (Stephanie Houck)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 13:19:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
Message-ID: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
Hi Everyone;
We have been open for about 2 weeks with limited visits at our library. I was
just wondering how things were going if your Genealogy/Local history has opened
back up to the public yet?
Thanks,
Stephanie
Stephanie Houck, C.P.L.S.
Genealogy and Special Services Manager
Stark Library, Main
p:
330.458.2757
e:
shouck at starklibrary.org<mailto:shouck at starklibrary.org>
w:
www.StarkLibrary.org<https://starklibrary.org/>
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Sep 9 09:23:30 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 13:23:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
Message-ID: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://vivid-pix.com/Librarian>
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne

Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing Description automatically generated]
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From dbridges at ccml.org Wed Sep 9 09:27:00 2020
From: dbridges at ccml.org (Donna Bridges)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 09:27:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <001501d686ac$e63f8df0$b2bea9d0$@ccml.org>
Yes, we have and I make appointments for our genealogy so social distancing
isn't an issue. I am doing some virtual programs instead of having an
in-house program.

Donna B Bridges
Genealogy/Library Clerk
Notary Public
<mailto:dbridges at ccml.org> dbridges at ccml.org
704-487-9069 Ext. 142

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Stephanie Houck
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2020 9:19 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?

Hi Everyone;
We have been open for about 2 weeks with limited visits at our library. I
was just wondering how things were going if your Genealogy/Local history has
opened back up to the public yet?

Thanks,
Stephanie

Stephanie Houck, C.P.L.S.
Genealogy and Special Services Manager
Stark Library, Main
p:
e:
w:

330.458.2757
<mailto:shouck at starklibrary.org> shouck at starklibrary.org
<https://starklibrary.org/> www.StarkLibrary.org
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CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT:
This electronic communication from Cleveland County is confidential, privileged,
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distribution or other use of the contents of this electronic communication is
strictly prohibited.
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Sep 9 09:33:46 2020
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 13:33:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <001501d686ac$e63f8df0$b2bea9d0$@ccml.org>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
<001501d686ac$e63f8df0$b2bea9d0$@ccml.org>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR18MB361731E2EE0EEFCB85A5314FA9260@DM6PR18MB3617.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
We have been open since June 15 by appointment only. I started a Virtual Genealogy
Club while we were closed that meets via Zoom twice a month.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library

600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 x1153
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Donna Bridges
Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 9:27 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
Yes, we have and I make appointments for our genealogy so social distancing isn't
an issue. I am doing some virtual programs instead of having an in-house program.
Donna B Bridges
Genealogy/Library Clerk
Notary Public
dbridges at ccml.org<mailto:dbridges at ccml.org>
704-487-9069 Ext. 142
[logo]

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Stephanie Houck
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2020 9:19 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
Hi Everyone;
We have been open for about 2 weeks with limited visits at our library. I was
just wondering how things were going if your Genealogy/Local history has opened
back up to the public yet?
Thanks,
Stephanie
Stephanie Houck, C.P.L.S.
Genealogy and Special Services Manager
Stark Library, Main
p:
330.458.2757
e:
shouck at starklibrary.org<mailto:shouck at starklibrary.org>
w:
www.StarkLibrary.org<https://starklibrary.org/>
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Sep 9 09:44:38 2020
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 13:44:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR18MB361735446EE5FF3066A02C66A9260@DM6PR18MB3617.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
Drew,
These sound great! I registered for the classes, but the last 3 on the registration
page say Page not found so you can?t register for them. Thanks for doing these
everyone!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 x1153
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 9:24 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://vivid-pix.com/Librarian>
Presenters

This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net Wed Sep 9 09:47:31 2020
From: rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net (Reann Poray)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 09:47:31 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAC86nJcVvOD6O8yPzwEhRLU8cNdAVQcTmrgSSogJ+u_5L=ny6g@mail.gmail.com>
Drew, thank you for coordinating this lineup. What an excellent
opportunity for genealogy librarians. And thanks to all who are presenting
these great webinars!
On Wed, Sep 9, 2020 at 9:25 AM Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
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With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing
genealogy and family history resources is an important part of patron
services. To assist libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have
come together to create this education series specifically designed for
Genealogy Librarians and Patron Services.

All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian

*Presenters*
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:

*Drew Smith, *MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
*Sue Kaufman, *MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton
Library Center for Genealogical Research
*Allison DePrey Singleton, *MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center,
Fort Wayne
*Amy Johnson Crow, *MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
*Cherie Bush, *Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
*Cyndi Ingle, *An active member of several genealogical societies.
Cyndi?s List
*Tom Neel,* MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
*Judy G. Russell, *JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
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*Rick Voight, *MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix

*Schedule*
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time

*September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the
genealogy librarian (Drew Smith)*
*October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library
resources & services (Sue Kaufman)*
*October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing
strategies (Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)*
*October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing
strategies (Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)*
*October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies
(Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)*
*October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online
resources, professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)*
*November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community,
digitization, preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey
Singleton)*
*November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing
policies, creating policies (Tom Neel)*
*November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G.
Russell)*
*December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)*
*December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document
improvement software (Rick Voight)*
*December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison
DePrey Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)*

--

*Drew Smith*
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries

> University of South Florida
>
> 813-974-3492
>
>
>
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From SELLETTB at neumann.edu Wed Sep 9 09:55:21 2020
From: SELLETTB at neumann.edu (Barbara Selletti)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 13:55:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<BN7PR01MB3698134743DFD99FDDB70BBFC3260@BN7PR01MB3698.prod.exchangelabs.com>
These classes sound great and I registered for them. The last 3 on the registration
page say 404 Page not found so you can?t register for them. Is this a glitch? I'd
like to register for them as well.
Barbara J. Selletti, SFO, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu>

Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 9:23 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.

All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https
%3A%2F%2Fvivid-pix.com%2FLibrarian&data=02%7C01%7Csellettb%40neumann.edu
%7Cd167d837cf054a8252e908d854c3c7f4%7C0625771818b8471e979d44ec1dcafa3b
%7C0%7C0%7C637352547172733283&sdata=AIP6hgyVf0E3Xk%2F1RZCTMjx5e2PfaTqpD%2FqZ2rAcfYU
%3D&reserved=0>

Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:

Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix

Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time

September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)

--

Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From susaneschuler at gmail.com Wed Sep 9 10:34:14 2020
From: susaneschuler at gmail.com (Susan Schuler)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 10:34:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAH6ZzD9kUbCXWEqe8qkEkAiKqUvqENQL2dkQRzoz_ms-udjMkw@mail.gmail.com>
Thank you for helping to create this and for sharing!
This sounds like the educational opportunity I have been looking for!
Susan
On Wed, Sep 9, 2020 at 9:25 AM Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
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With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing
genealogy and family history resources is an important part of patron
services. To assist libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have
come together to create this education series specifically designed for
Genealogy Librarians and Patron Services.

All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian

*Presenters*
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:

*Drew Smith, *MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
*Sue Kaufman, *MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton
Library Center for Genealogical Research
*Allison DePrey Singleton, *MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center,
Fort Wayne
*Amy Johnson Crow, *MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
*Cherie Bush, *Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
*Cyndi Ingle, *An active member of several genealogical societies.
Cyndi?s List
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*Tom Neel,* MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
*Judy G. Russell, *JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
*Rick Voight, *MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix

*Schedule*
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time

*September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the
genealogy librarian (Drew Smith)*
*October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library
resources & services (Sue Kaufman)*
*October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing
strategies (Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)*
*October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing
strategies (Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)*
*October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies
(Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)*
*October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online
resources, professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)*
*November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community,
digitization, preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey
Singleton)*
*November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing
policies, creating policies (Tom Neel)*
*November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G.
Russell)*
*December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)*
*December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document
improvement software (Rick Voight)*
*December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison
DePrey Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)*

--

*Drew Smith*
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Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Susan E. Schuler
http://relicsfamilyhistory.blogspot.com/
"Why is it that giving guns is so easy but giving books is so hard?"
~Malala Yousafzai
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From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Wed Sep 9 10:37:04 2020
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 14:37:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
Good Morning,
We have been open by appointment since June. Only a very limited number of people
allowed in the Local History Branch at one time, thus the appointments.
It has worked fairly well; no complaints, but the quarantining of used materials is
a bit of a logistical stress.
Patrick
Patrick D. Kennedy,

Archivist

[cid:image001.png at 01D68694.7A30AB20]
The Local History Library:
[quillpen[1]]Celebrating 60 Years of Preserving
and Sharing Our History
Troy-Miami County Public Library
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082
pkennedy at tmcpl.org<mailto:pkennedy at tmcpl.org>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Stephanie Houck
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2020 9:19 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
Hi Everyone;
We have been open for about 2 weeks with limited visits at our library. I was
just wondering how things were going if your Genealogy/Local history has opened
back up to the public yet?
Thanks,
Stephanie
Stephanie Houck, C.P.L.S.
Genealogy and Special Services Manager
Stark Library, Main
p:
330.458.2757
e:
shouck at starklibrary.org<mailto:shouck at starklibrary.org>
w:
www.StarkLibrary.org<https://starklibrary.org/>
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From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Sep 9 10:42:01 2020
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)

Date: Wed, 09 Sep 2020 10:42:01 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5F58E9B9020000AA000F453B@volusia.org>
These sound wonderful! Since they're being recorded, will I be able
to access them afterwards if I can't attend live? And should I still
register in advance?
Thanks!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach
Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Smith, Andrew" <dsmith at usf.edu> 9/9/2020 9:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing
genealogy and family history resources is an important part of patron
services. To assist libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have
come together to create this education series specifically designed for
Genealogy Librarians and Patron Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian
( https://vivid-pix.com/Librarian)
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton
Library Center for Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center,
Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies.
Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern
Time

September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of
the genealogy librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to
library resources & services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing
strategies (Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing
strategies (Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies
(Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online
resources, professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community,
digitization, preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey
Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing
policies, creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy
G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew
Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document
improvement software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison
DePrey Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From LThornton at cn.edu Wed Sep 9 11:06:55 2020
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 15:06:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <5F58E9B9020000AA000F453B@volusia.org>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
<5F58E9B9020000AA000F453B@volusia.org>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR08MB6171D17B6293EE1ED316D96ADB260@DM6PR08MB6171.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
That would be helpful to know. I have conflicts with a couple of those Thursdays

already, but I?d like to watch all.
Lori Thornton, Associate Professor
Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
lthornton at cn.edu<mailto:lthornton at cn.edu>
(865) 471-3339

[cid:2018_Email_sig_logo_250_87b28920-12c5-4f14-8dae-e4d4a8f5895c.png]
cn.edu<http://www.cn.edu/>.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 10:42 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [EX] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
*** This message is not from an @cn.edu address. Please exercise caution. DO NOT
open attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email.***
These sound wonderful! Since they're being recorded, will I be able to access
them afterwards if I can't attend live? And should I still register in advance?
Thanks!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach
Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> "Smith, Andrew" <dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>> 9/9/2020 9:23 AM
>>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:

vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://vivid-pix.com/Librarian>
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Wed Sep 9 11:14:08 2020
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 15:14:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <4d7f0d91f6fa4eada8f36a877567e6aa@wtcpl.org>
We are not yet open to the public, but I am in the department part-time, answering
web reference questions and keeping up with indexing obituaries. We plan to open
on a limited basis on October 5, with patrons calling ahead to make 1 hour
appointments.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Stephanie Houck
Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 9:19 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
Hi Everyone;
We have been open for about 2 weeks with limited visits at our library. I was
just wondering how things were going if your Genealogy/Local history has opened
back up to the public yet?
Thanks,
Stephanie
Stephanie Houck, C.P.L.S.
Genealogy and Special Services Manager
Stark Library, Main

p:
e:
w:

330.458.2757
shouck at starklibrary.org<mailto:shouck at starklibrary.org>
www.StarkLibrary.org<https://starklibrary.org/>
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From LThornton at cn.edu Wed Sep 9 11:14:21 2020
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 15:14:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR08MB6171315291669B14746F27B4DB260@DM6PR08MB6171.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Officially we
genealogical,
appointments.
have a lot of

are not open to the public, but we are permitting a few people in for
government documents, and special collections use. We encourage
Masks are expected. With social distancing in force, we just don't
extra space for non-students at the moment.

Lori Thornton, Associate Professor
Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
lthornton at cn.edu<mailto:lthornton at cn.edu>
(865) 471-3339

[cid:2018_Email_sig_logo_250_87b28920-12c5-4f14-8dae-e4d4a8f5895c.png]
cn.edu<http://www.cn.edu/>.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>On Behalf Of Stephanie Houck
Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 9:19 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
Hi Everyone;
We have been open for about 2 weeks with limited visits at our library. I was
just wondering how things were going if your Genealogy/Local history has opened

back up to the public yet?
Thanks,
Stephanie
Stephanie Houck, C.P.L.S.
Genealogy and Special Services Manager
Stark Library, Main
p:
330.458.2757
e:
shouck at starklibrary.org<mailto:shouck at starklibrary.org>
w: www.StarkLibrary.org<https://starklibrary.org/>
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From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Wed Sep 9 11:28:12 2020
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 15:28:12 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C059D7@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
Drew,
I had the same issue with the last three webinars listed, as did the young lady.
It stated page does not exist.
Thanks,
Patrick
Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
[cid:image002.png at 01D6869C.4C44DD50]
The Local History Library:
[quillpen[1]]Celebrating 60 Years of Preserving
and Sharing Our History
Troy-Miami County Public Library
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082
pkennedy at tmcpl.org<mailto:pkennedy at tmcpl.org>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew

Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2020 9:24 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://vivid-pix.com/Librarian>
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian

USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Sep 9 11:29:35 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 15:29:35 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <5F58E9B9020000AA000F453B@volusia.org>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
<5F58E9B9020000AA000F453B@volusia.org>
Message-ID: <2A22C23C-6E59-449E-B6A0-C60759A62D4F@usf.edu>
I would recommend going ahead and registering, even if you can?t attend live.
The recordings will be available after the event.
Drew
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida

813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing
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From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce <kdolce at
volusia.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 at 10:42 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [EX] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
These sound wonderful! Since they're being recorded, will I be able to access
them afterwards if I can't attend live? And should I still register in advance?
Thanks!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach
Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> "Smith, Andrew" <dsmith at usf.edu> 9/9/2020 9:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https
%3A%2F%2Fvivid-pix.com%2FLibrarian&data=02%7C01%7Cdsmith%40usf.edu
%7C487fa17095364563d05508d854ce88e9%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa
%7C0%7C0%7C637352593321270133&sdata=ffxVX99yO0sAjAtdRf7MOCfJJiezgXgE6xXPbXzlnTY
%3D&reserved=0>
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist

Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing
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From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Sep 9 11:32:02 2020
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 2020 11:32:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <2A22C23C-6E59-449E-B6A0-C60759A62D4F@usf.edu>
References: <E9CD41E2-F91F-4411-A9F6-B0E42725AABF@usf.edu>
<5F58E9B9020000AA000F453B@volusia.org>
<2A22C23C-6E59-449E-B6A0-C60759A62D4F@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5F58F572020000AA000F4570@volusia.org>
OK, thanks!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach
Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Smith, Andrew" <dsmith at usf.edu> 9/9/2020 11:29 AM >>>
I would recommend going ahead and registering, even if you can?t attend
live.
The recordings will be available after the event.
Drew
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce
<kdolce at volusia.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 at 10:42 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [EX] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
These sound wonderful! Since they're being recorded, will I be able
to access them afterwards if I can't attend live? And should I still
register in advance?
Thanks!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach

Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Smith, Andrew" <dsmith at usf.edu> 9/9/2020 9:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing
genealogy and family history resources is an important part of patron
services. To assist libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have
come together to create this education series specifically designed for
Genealogy Librarians and Patron Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian
(
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvivid-pix.com
%2FLibrarian&data=02%7C01%7Cdsmith%40usf.edu
%7C487fa17095364563d05508d854ce88e9%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa
%7C0%7C0%7C637352593321270133&sdata=ffxVX99yO0sAjAtdRf7MOCfJJiezgXgE6xXPbXzlnTY
%3D&reserved=0)
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton
Library Center for Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center,
Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies.
Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern
Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of
the genealogy librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to
library resources & services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing
strategies (Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing
strategies (Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)

October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies
(Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online
resources, professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community,
digitization, preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey
Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing
policies, creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy
G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew
Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document
improvement software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison
DePrey Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[EXTERNAL EMAIL]DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Sep 9 11:33:00 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 15:33:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
Message-ID: <488C7AA4-E093-493A-BF62-62F85781B49D@usf.edu>
We?re working on the problem with the links for the last 3 webinars (and thanks for
those who caught the error on the registration page for the date of the Dec 17
webinar).

Drew
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing
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From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Andrew Smith <dsmith
at usf.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 at 9:25 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https
%3A%2F%2Fvivid-pix.com%2FLibrarian&data=02%7C01%7Cdsmith%40usf.edu
%7C090d2cad88404dd5d83708d854c3c7fe%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa
%7C0%7C0%7C637352547148452508&sdata=trnddj1%2F9ZzVvXIJSAkTMWq9Y8JU5yspwdEEMHDc%2F
%2F0%3D&reserved=0>
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)

October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Sep 9 14:04:19 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 18:04:19 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <488C7AA4-E093-493A-BF62-62F85781B49D@usf.edu>
References: <488C7AA4-E093-493A-BF62-62F85781B49D@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3FB0BCF7-CB38-4478-BD2F-BF4F893A47DB@usf.edu>
I believe that the links to the last 3 webinars have now been fixed, so feel free
to go ahead and register for those.
Drew
--

Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing
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From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Andrew Smith <dsmith
at usf.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 at 11:33 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
We?re working on the problem with the links for the last 3 webinars (and thanks for
those who caught the error on the registration page for the date of the Dec 17
webinar).
Drew
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing
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From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Andrew Smith <dsmith
at usf.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 at 9:25 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https
%3A%2F%2Fvivid-pix.com%2FLibrarian&data=02%7C01%7Cdsmith%40usf.edu
%7C8b549225df8f4e9b2b6808d854d5a6a2%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa
%7C0%7C0%7C637352623881196788&sdata=U1sIVFK%2BD4b30CZu2EzXIVQu2IggQBbjDvtm
%2BCKP4B8%3D&reserved=0>
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for

Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Wed Sep 9 14:48:50 2020
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 18:48:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
In-Reply-To: <3FB0BCF7-CB38-4478-BD2F-BF4F893A47DB@usf.edu>
References: <488C7AA4-E093-493A-BF62-62F85781B49D@usf.edu>
<3FB0BCF7-CB38-4478-BD2F-BF4F893A47DB@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05AEF@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
Thank you Drew.

It worked for me.

Patrick
Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
[cid:image004.png at 01D686B8.538FB640]
The Local History Library:
[quillpen[1]]Celebrating 60 Years of Preserving
and Sharing Our History
Troy-Miami County Public Library
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082
pkennedy at tmcpl.org<mailto:pkennedy at tmcpl.org>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
I believe that the links to the last 3 webinars have now been fixed, so feel free
to go ahead and register for those.
Drew
--

Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Andrew Smith <dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith
at usf.edu>>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 at 11:33 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
We?re working on the problem with the links for the last 3 webinars (and thanks for
those who caught the error on the registration page for the date of the Dec 17
webinar).
Drew
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing
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From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Andrew Smith <dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith
at usf.edu>>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 at 9:25 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Education Series
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https
%3A%2F%2Fvivid-pix.com%2FLibrarian&data=02%7C01%7Cdsmith%40usf.edu
%7C8b549225df8f4e9b2b6808d854d5a6a2%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa
%7C0%7C0%7C637352623881196788&sdata=U1sIVFK%2BD4b30CZu2EzXIVQu2IggQBbjDvtm
%2BCKP4B8%3D&reserved=0>

Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement
software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
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From mwagner at irclibrary.org Wed Sep 9 16:02:03 2020
From: mwagner at irclibrary.org (Michelle Wagner)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 16:02:03 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
<C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
Message-ID: <CADNHc9cdqjLPhy9F55DKEdVg45EiD2JXHEup4U3FFRJuxJ=GAQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hi,
Our library itself opened back up to the public in August. There are 6
computers available for patron use in the reference area with a maximum of
1 hour usage. Those computers have chairs, unlike the other parts of the
library. The purpose of this was to have patrons grab-n-go material. My
department is only open by appointment and I have a couple of chairs at
various workstations. I am only allowed one patron at a time with this
appointment. It is working out well. A lot of patrons are calling to
request research assistance which I have continued to do. Having it by
appointment helps since my volunteers have not been allowed back and I am
the only one working in my department. Our library closes each day from 1-2
pm for cleaning as well.

Stay Safe and Be Well,
*Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
*Genealogy Librarian*
Indian River County Library System
1600 21st Street
Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 ext. 5
www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in

response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

On Wed, Sep 9, 2020 at 10:37 AM Patrick Kennedy <pkennedy at tmcpl.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good Morning,

We have been open by appointment since June. Only a very limited number
of people allowed in the Local History Branch at one time, thus the
appointments.
It has worked fairly well; no complaints, but the quarantining of used
materials is a bit of a logistical stress.

Patrick

Patrick D. Kennedy,

Archivist

*The Local History Library:

*

*[image: quillpen[1]]**Celebrating 60 Years of Preserving *
*and Sharing Our History*

*Troy-Miami County Public Library*
*Local History Library*
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082*

pkennedy at tmcpl.org <pkennedy at tmcpl.org>*

>
>
>
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Stephanie Houck
> *Sent:* Wednesday, September 09, 2020 9:19 AM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
>
>
>
> Hi Everyone;
>
>
We have been open for about 2 weeks with limited visits at our library.
> I was just wondering how things were going if your Genealogy/Local history
> has opened back up to the public yet?
>
>
>
> Thanks,
>
> Stephanie
>
>
>
> *Stephanie Houck, C.P.L.S.*
> *Genealogy and Special Services Manager *
> Stark Library, Main
>
> p:
330.458.2757
> e:
shouck at starklibrary.org
> w:
www.StarkLibrary.org <https://starklibrary.org/>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Wed Sep 9 16:09:48 2020
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (jgaronzi at genealogical.com)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 16:09:48 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New Publications from Genealogical Publishing and
Clearfield Company (GENEALOGICAL.COM)
Message-ID: <002201d686e5$2b64d6f0$822e84d0$@genealogical.com>
Dear Subscribers,

Although I recognize that many of your institutions may still be closed to
the public, I wanted to send you a list of our new titles for 2020 so far.
Following are the new or updated editions of our books, with the item
number, abbreviated title and author, retail price, and a link to the
product description on our web site.

Best wishes,

Joe Garonzik
Marketing Director
Genealogical.com

>From Genealogical Publishing Co.:

# 423
Roots for Kids: A Genealogy Guide for Young People. New 3rd
Edition, by Susan P. Beller
$24.50
https://genealogical.com/store/roots-for-kids-a-genealogy-guide-for-young-pe
ople-3rd-edition/

# 424
18.50

Roots for Kids: Finding Your Family Stories, by Susan P. Beller

(available October 2020)

#3041
9.95

Genealogy at a Glance: Swedish Genealogy Research, by Robert Johnson

https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=3041&paged=1>
&woof_sku=3041&paged=1

# 979
Genealogy at a Glance: Polish Genealogy Research, by Rosemary
Chorzempa. Revised Edition
9.95
https://genealogical.com/store/genealogy-at-a-glance-polish-genealogy-resear
ch-updated-edition/

#5761 Genealogy at a Glance: German Genealogy Research, by Ernest Thode.
Revised Edition
9.95
https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=5761> &woof_sku=5761

#3529 Genealogy at a Glance: Virginia Genealogy Research, Carol McGinnis.
Revised Edition
9.95
https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=3529&paged=1>
&woof_sku=3529&paged=1

#1462 Genealogy at a Glance: Scottish Genealogy Research, by David Dobson.
Revised Edition
9.95
https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=1462&paged=1

>From Clearfield Company:

#8710
$25.00

Scots in Southern Europe, 1600-1900. 2nd Edition, by David Dobson

https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=8710&paged=1>
&woof_sku=8710&paged=1

#8574
25.00

New Pocket Guide to Irish Genealogy, by Brian Mitchell

https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=8574&paged=1>
&woof_sku=8574&paged=1

#8712
23.00

The People of Barbados, 1625-1875, by David Dobson

https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=8712&paged=1>
&woof_sku=8712&paged=1

#8711
18.50

Anglo-Dutch Links, 1500-1800, by David Dobson

https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=8711&paged=1>
&woof_sku=8711&paged=1

#8630
44.95

Family Stories . . . and How I Found Mine, by J. Michael Cleverley

https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=8630&paged=1>
&woof_sku=8630&paged=1

#8713
Dobson

Scots-Scandinavian Links in Europe and America, 1550-1850, by David
28.50

https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=8713&paged=1>
&woof_sku=8713&paged=1

#8151
"Fond of Liquor, dancing, and Gaming." New York Runaways, 1769-1783,
by Joseph Lee Boyle
44.50
https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1
<https://genealogical.com/store/?gpc_search=1&woof_sku=8151&paged=1>
&woof_sku=8151&paged=1

Best wishes,
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From jacksonm at bibblib.org Wed Sep 9 16:57:39 2020
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 2020 16:57:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <4d7f0d91f6fa4eada8f36a877567e6aa@wtcpl.org>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
<4d7f0d91f6fa4eada8f36a877567e6aa@wtcpl.org>
Message-ID: <CAJPN33y-_A4H9+HarzaFd3BcjC2_WUw_MuF_usN=fEReFPUoJg@mail.gmail.com>
We have been open since June 12 to the public by Appointment. No more than
10 people are permitted in the room including staff. When they call we
require their name, phone number, Time and Topic. Taking the phone number
helped us when our air conditioning went out and we were closed to the
public for 3 days.
*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
On Wed, Sep 9, 2020 at 11:14 AM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

We are not yet open to the public, but I am in the department part-time,
answering web reference questions and keeping up with indexing obituaries.
We plan to open on a limited basis on October 5, with patrons calling ahead
to make 1 hour appointments.

>
> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
> Warren, Ohio 44483
> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
>
> glasgowe at wtcpl.org
>
> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
> * John Lubbock*
>
>
>
> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Stephanie Houck
> *Sent:* Wednesday, September 9, 2020 9:19 AM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
>
>
>
> Hi Everyone;
>
>
We have been open for about 2 weeks with limited visits at our library.
> I was just wondering how things were going if your Genealogy/Local history
> has opened back up to the public yet?
>
>
>
> Thanks,
>
> Stephanie
>
>
>
> *Stephanie Houck, C.P.L.S.*
> *Genealogy and Special Services Manager *
> Stark Library, Main
>
> p:
330.458.2757
> e:
shouck at starklibrary.org
> w:
www.StarkLibrary.org <https://starklibrary.org/>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200909/1895c721/
attachment.html>

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200909/1895c721/
attachment.png>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Thu Sep 10 09:14:19 2020
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 2020 13:14:19 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <CADNHc9cdqjLPhy9F55DKEdVg45EiD2JXHEup4U3FFRJuxJ=GAQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
<C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
<CADNHc9cdqjLPhy9F55DKEdVg45EiD2JXHEup4U3FFRJuxJ=GAQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
Hello to all,
I?m curious for those who are open, do you allow patrons to use the microfilm
reader printers? (I am assuming everyone has these even though more and more
things are being digitized and are online.) If you do allow this, what do you use
to sanitize the machines? I?ve heard that the same chemicals that are used in
sanitization products can be harmful to the microfilm reader. Please suggest or
advise. Thanks in advance.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200910/
e8888b79/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Thu Sep 10 11:59:53 2020
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 2020 11:59:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
<C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
<CADNHc9cdqjLPhy9F55DKEdVg45EiD2JXHEup4U3FFRJuxJ=GAQ@mail.gmail.com>
<bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
Message-ID: <5F5A4D79020000AA000F47B8@volusia.org>
Our library system provided curbside service when we were closed, and
we're still providing that even though we reopened June 1.
All of our smaller rooms, including the genealogy and microfilm rooms,
remain closed due to social distancing issues in those spaces. However,
I can go in on occasion and get something for a patron or look for
something on the microfilm.

We have four databases for genealogy though, and now with remote access
for Ancestry, at least our patrons can look for some information online
so that has been helpful.
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach
Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> 9/10/2020 9:14
AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
Hello to all,
I?m curious for those who are open, do you allow patrons to use the
microfilm reader printers? (I am assuming everyone has these even
though more and more things are being digitized and are online.) If you
do allow this, what do you use to sanitize the machines? I?ve heard
that the same chemicals that are used in sanitization products can be
harmful to the microfilm reader. Please suggest or advise. Thanks in
advance.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200910/53476a23/
attachment.html>
From dstepro at jefflibrary.org Thu Sep 10 13:12:50 2020
From: dstepro at jefflibrary.org (Diane Stepro)
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 2020 13:12:50 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
<C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
<CADNHc9cdqjLPhy9F55DKEdVg45EiD2JXHEup4U3FFRJuxJ=GAQ@mail.gmail.com>
<bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
Message-ID: <CAPub+-aSaELcCXd6m-Kdtvk+2ak0gCOx3qFKKWUg3zoyZ+EecQ@mail.gmail.com>
We're allowing use, but I have encouraged people to contact me to find and

print the documents they want. I will deliver them curbside, leave them at
the desk, or email them. I have had just two patrons enter and use the
microfilm. In those cases, I cleaned the computer, but not the microfilm
reader. All of our regular genealogy patrons are staying away, so this
pattern has worked well for us.
On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 9:15 AM Janice Kistler <
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello to all,

I?m curious for those who are open, do you allow patrons to use the
microfilm reader printers? (I am assuming everyone has these even though
more and more things are being digitized and are online.) If you do allow
this, what do you use to sanitize the machines? I?ve heard that the same
chemicals that are used in sanitization products can be harmful to the
microfilm reader. Please suggest or advise. Thanks in advance.

Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Diane Stepro
Genealogy and History Librarian
Jeffersonville Township Public Library
812-285-5641
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200910/3cc4f88e/
attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Thu Sep 10 13:36:15 2020
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 2020 10:36:15 -0700

Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
<C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
<CADNHc9cdqjLPhy9F55DKEdVg45EiD2JXHEup4U3FFRJuxJ=GAQ@mail.gmail.com>
<bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmaPGmiAq15ULshMdKEB_Qp+Ry8K4d2r_OScabxsz8LUw@mail.gmail.com>
Lysol wipes are safe. Do not use a spray as you will not have control of
what hit gets into.
Arlene Miles-Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
California Genealogy Society
2201 Broadway, Suite LL2
Oakland, CA 94612-3031
510-663-6358

On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 6:15 AM Janice Kistler <
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
> Hello to all,
>
>
>
> I?m curious for those who are open, do you allow patrons to use the
> microfilm reader printers? (I am assuming everyone has these even though
> more and more things are being digitized and are online.) If you do allow
> this, what do you use to sanitize the machines? I?ve heard that the same
> chemicals that are used in sanitization products can be harmful to the
> microfilm reader. Please suggest or advise. Thanks in advance.
>
>
>
> Janice Kistler
>
> Reference and Genealogy Librarian
>
> Morgan County Public Library
>
> Martinsville, IN
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200910/
f7aeb6e2/attachment.html>
From bhoward at azlibrary.gov Thu Sep 10 14:52:18 2020
From: bhoward at azlibrary.gov (Betsy Howard)
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 2020 18:52:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>
<C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
<CADNHc9cdqjLPhy9F55DKEdVg45EiD2JXHEup4U3FFRJuxJ=GAQ@mail.gmail.com>
<bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
Message-ID:
<MW3PR12MB4425364DD0607CF7B4DB8037AB270@MW3PR12MB4425.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
Here at the Arizona State Archives, the Conservator has provided us with a solution
of 70% Isopropyl Alcohol and 30% Purified water. We spray it on a microfiber cloth
and then sanitize all the surfaces a patron/researcher would have touched.
Betsy Howard
Archives and Records Associate
Phoenix, AZ
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 6:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
Hello to all,
I?m curious for those who are open, do you allow patrons to use the microfilm
reader printers? (I am assuming everyone has these even though more and more
things are being digitized and are online.) If you do allow this, what do you use
to sanitize the machines? I?ve heard that the same chemicals that are used in
sanitization products can be harmful to the microfilm reader. Please suggest or
advise. Thanks in advance.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200910/481d00bd/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Thu Sep 10 16:33:48 2020
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 2020 16:33:48 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] How are things going in Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <CALCozYmaPGmiAq15ULshMdKEB_Qp+Ry8K4d2r_OScabxsz8LUw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD78BA7C@EX2010.scdl.local>

<C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526C05912@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
<CADNHc9cdqjLPhy9F55DKEdVg45EiD2JXHEup4U3FFRJuxJ=GAQ@mail.gmail.com>
<bf3842abe9ae420a8923caf4ba4bcf1c@morgancountylibrary.info>
<CALCozYmaPGmiAq15ULshMdKEB_Qp+Ry8K4d2r_OScabxsz8LUw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hM4oinDrfhs6orNaRvsfzEUDnEtct5YfSpBZHjmcV8bcQ@mail.gmail.com>
We spray a bleach solution onto cloths and then wipe down touch areas. That
way we can avoid anything that might be damaged by bleach (e.g. monitors,
keyboards).
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Genealogy and Archives Librarian
B. Joan Keefer Genealogy and Local History Center
Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 1:36 PM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
wrote:
> Lysol wipes are safe. Do not use a spray as you will not have control of
> what hit gets into.
>
>
> Arlene Miles-Library Director
> amiles at californiaancestors.org
> California Genealogy Society
> 2201 Broadway, Suite LL2
> Oakland, CA 94612-3031
> 510-663-6358
>
>
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 6:15 AM Janice Kistler <
> jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
>
>> Hello to all,
>>
>>
>>
>> I?m curious for those who are open, do you allow patrons to use the
>> microfilm reader printers? (I am assuming everyone has these even though
>> more and more things are being digitized and are online.) If you do allow
>> this, what do you use to sanitize the machines? I?ve heard that the same
>> chemicals that are used in sanitization products can be harmful to the
>> microfilm reader. Please suggest or advise. Thanks in advance.
>>
>>
>>
>> Janice Kistler
>>
>> Reference and Genealogy Librarian
>>
>> Morgan County Public Library
>>
>> Martinsville, IN

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200910/0cb94c46/
attachment.html>
From jhuffman at lapl.org Wed Sep 16 13:44:29 2020
From: jhuffman at lapl.org (Huffman, Julie)
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 2020 10:44:29 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
Message-ID: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>
Not sure if this is a/my mistake, but yesterday I found several communities
missing from the digitized 1870 federal censuses at both Ancestry and
FamilySearch.
Here's what happened:
I'd found a Thomas Martin in a *book* index for the 1870 census whom I
hadn't found while searching for him in Ancestry and FamilySearch: Thomas
Martin (b. abt 1840 in VA), mulatto, living in the 6th ward of Petersburg,
Dinwiddie county, VA.
I browsed Dinwiddie county in Ancestry.com and saw it just listed 3
townships and a "District 2" in its collection. No Petersburg, nor
Districts 1 and anything after 2 (if they exist). Petersburg is unusual in
that it doesn't have a county--it's an independent city--so I thought maybe
that was the problem. But searching 1870 anywhere in Virginia with
"Petersb?rg" as a keyword didn't yield the correct Petersburg.
So, I checked our microfilm set and, sure enough, there are at least 6
wards of Petersburg, VA showing up in it. I double checked Ancestry and
FamilySearch, searching for other names found in our microfilm set for
these wards, and nothing came up.
I was very surprised because I'd assumed Ancestry and FamilySearch had
digitized their collections from the same set of microfilm my library has:
"Population schedules of the ninth census of the United States, 1870"
published by NARA in 1965. 1,748 35mm microfilm reels. So why would some
reels be missing from their online censuses?

Is this a known issue? Anyone out there reading this from Ancestry or
FamilySearch? Anyone out there who wants to try finding people from Wards
1-6 of Petersburg, VA in the digitized collections? (maybe I'm not
searching in the right direction...) Prove me wrong!
Thank you!
--Julie
*Julie Huffman*, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200916/1ed07339/
attachment-0001.html>
From LThornton at cn.edu Wed Sep 16 13:59:04 2020
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 2020 17:59:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
In-Reply-To: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR08MB6171D2042AF918DB35A66235DB210@DM6PR08MB6171.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Julie,
For 1870, I show Petersburg and Petersburg Wards 1-6. 7 options.

Lori Thornton
Associate Librarian/Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
E-mail: lthornton at cn.edu
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Huffman, Julie <jhuffman at lapl.org>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:44 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?

Not sure if this is a/my mistake, but yesterday I found several communities missing
from the digitized 1870 federal censuses at both Ancestry and FamilySearch.
Here's what happened:
I'd found a Thomas Martin in a book index for the 1870 census whom I hadn't found
while searching for him in Ancestry and FamilySearch: Thomas Martin (b. abt 1840 in
VA), mulatto, living in the 6th ward of Petersburg, Dinwiddie county, VA.

I browsed Dinwiddie county in Ancestry.com and saw it just listed 3 townships and a
"District 2" in its collection. No Petersburg, nor Districts 1 and anything after 2
(if they exist). Petersburg is unusual in that it doesn't have a county--it's an
independent city--so I thought maybe that was the problem. But searching 1870
anywhere in Virginia with "Petersb?rg" as a keyword didn't yield the correct
Petersburg.
So, I checked our microfilm set and, sure enough, there are at least 6 wards of
Petersburg, VA showing up in it. I double checked Ancestry and FamilySearch,
searching for other names found in our microfilm set for these wards, and nothing
came up.
I was very surprised because I'd assumed Ancestry and FamilySearch had digitized
their collections from the same set of microfilm my library has: "Population
schedules of the ninth census of the United States, 1870" published by NARA in
1965. 1,748 35mm microfilm reels. So why would some reels be missing from their
online censuses?
Is this a known issue? Anyone out there reading this from Ancestry or FamilySearch?
Anyone out there who wants to try finding people from Wards 1-6 of Petersburg, VA
in the digitized collections? (maybe I'm not searching in the right direction...)
Prove me wrong!
Thank you!
--Julie
Julie Huffman, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org<mailto:jhuffman at lapl.org>
[cid:2018_Email_sig_logo_250_87b28920-12c5-4f14-8dae-e4d4a8f5895c.png]
cn.edu<http://www.cn.edu/>.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/png
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Sep 16 14:09:08 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 2020 18:09:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?

In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR08MB6171D2042AF918DB35A66235DB210@DM6PR08MB6171.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR08MB6171D2042AF918DB35A66235DB210@DM6PR08MB6171.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <46CEE1D6-E256-4944-A289-9B05EFFA0818@usf.edu>
I searched on FamilySearch for Thomas Martin with residence in Petersburg, Virginia
in 1870 and the image of the census page came up for me.
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:S3HT-6L9R-LG
Since Petersburg is an independent city, it would not be listed under Dinwiddie
County.
Drew
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing

Description automatically generated]

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Lori Thornton
<LThornton at cn.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 1:59 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
Julie,
For 1870, I show Petersburg and Petersburg Wards 1-6. 7 options.

Lori Thornton
Associate Librarian/Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
E-mail: lthornton at cn.edu
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Huffman, Julie <jhuffman at lapl.org>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:44 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?

Not sure if this is a/my mistake, but yesterday I found several communities missing
from the digitized 1870 federal censuses at both Ancestry and FamilySearch.

Here's what happened:
I'd found a Thomas Martin in a book index for the 1870 census whom I hadn't found
while searching for him in Ancestry and FamilySearch: Thomas Martin (b. abt 1840 in
VA), mulatto, living in the 6th ward of Petersburg, Dinwiddie county, VA.
I browsed Dinwiddie county in Ancestry.com and saw it just listed 3 townships and a
"District 2" in its collection. No Petersburg, nor Districts 1 and anything after 2
(if they exist). Petersburg is unusual in that it doesn't have a county--it's an
independent city--so I thought maybe that was the problem. But searching 1870
anywhere in Virginia with "Petersb?rg" as a keyword didn't yield the correct
Petersburg.
So, I checked our microfilm set and, sure enough, there are at least 6 wards of
Petersburg, VA showing up in it. I double checked Ancestry and FamilySearch,
searching for other names found in our microfilm set for these wards, and nothing
came up.
I was very surprised because I'd assumed Ancestry and FamilySearch had digitized
their collections from the same set of microfilm my library has: "Population
schedules of the ninth census of the United States, 1870" published by NARA in
1965. 1,748 35mm microfilm reels. So why would some reels be missing from their
online censuses?
Is this a known issue? Anyone out there reading this from Ancestry or FamilySearch?
Anyone out there who wants to try finding people from Wards 1-6 of Petersburg, VA
in the digitized collections? (maybe I'm not searching in the right direction...)
Prove me wrong!
Thank you!
--Julie
Julie Huffman, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org<mailto:jhuffman at lapl.org>
[cid:image002.png at 01D68C32.F1624110]
cn.edu<https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cn.edu
%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cdsmith%40usf.edu%7Ce9a2c99bb34c4496263908d85a6a4a4c
%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa%7C0%7C0%7C637358759857160793&sdata=1R7gHtLf
%2FfTp%2FHR9OuNTlxInXldzafxkGJuJfVG8Log%3D&reserved=0>.

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Sep 16 14:24:42 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 2020 18:24:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
In-Reply-To: <46CEE1D6-E256-4944-A289-9B05EFFA0818@usf.edu>
References: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR08MB6171D2042AF918DB35A66235DB210@DM6PR08MB6171.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
<46CEE1D6-E256-4944-A289-9B05EFFA0818@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <F9C02F0C-4736-46FE-A518-22C441C73393@usf.edu>
I should add that the image is also on Ancestry, but is much harder to find. You
have to search with Petersburg, Virginia in the location field, but choose the
record at the county level.
Drew
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing

Description automatically generated]

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Andrew Smith <dsmith
at usf.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 2:09 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
I searched on FamilySearch for Thomas Martin with residence in Petersburg, Virginia
in 1870 and the image of the census page came up for me.
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:S3HT-6L9R-LG
Since Petersburg is an independent city, it would not be listed under Dinwiddie
County.
Drew

-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing

Description automatically generated]

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Lori Thornton
<LThornton at cn.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 1:59 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
Julie,
For 1870, I show Petersburg and Petersburg Wards 1-6. 7 options.

Lori Thornton
Associate Librarian/Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
E-mail: lthornton at cn.edu
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Huffman, Julie <jhuffman at lapl.org>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:44 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?

Not sure if this is a/my mistake, but yesterday I found several communities missing
from the digitized 1870 federal censuses at both Ancestry and FamilySearch.
Here's what happened:
I'd found a Thomas Martin in a book index for the 1870 census whom I hadn't found
while searching for him in Ancestry and FamilySearch: Thomas Martin (b. abt 1840 in
VA), mulatto, living in the 6th ward of Petersburg, Dinwiddie county, VA.
I browsed Dinwiddie county in Ancestry.com and saw it just listed 3 townships and a
"District 2" in its collection. No Petersburg, nor Districts 1 and anything after 2
(if they exist). Petersburg is unusual in that it doesn't have a county--it's an
independent city--so I thought maybe that was the problem. But searching 1870
anywhere in Virginia with "Petersb?rg" as a keyword didn't yield the correct
Petersburg.
So, I checked our microfilm set and, sure enough, there are at least 6 wards of
Petersburg, VA showing up in it. I double checked Ancestry and FamilySearch,
searching for other names found in our microfilm set for these wards, and nothing

came up.
I was very surprised because I'd assumed Ancestry and FamilySearch had digitized
their collections from the same set of microfilm my library has: "Population
schedules of the ninth census of the United States, 1870" published by NARA in
1965. 1,748 35mm microfilm reels. So why would some reels be missing from their
online censuses?
Is this a known issue? Anyone out there reading this from Ancestry or FamilySearch?
Anyone out there who wants to try finding people from Wards 1-6 of Petersburg, VA
in the digitized collections? (maybe I'm not searching in the right direction...)
Prove me wrong!
Thank you!
--Julie
Julie Huffman, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org<mailto:jhuffman at lapl.org>
[cid:image003.png at 01D68C35.1DF13270]
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From jhuffman at lapl.org Wed Sep 16 17:59:49 2020
From: jhuffman at lapl.org (Huffman, Julie)
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 2020 14:59:49 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
Message-ID: <CAEs5sk+eFt_kUmLo-NMZTNm0UJbetR=kuxJc2CxkY-sSJHi=5w@mail.gmail.com>
That's absolutely it, Drew and Lori!
I was looking at the microfilm for Dinwiddie county, and (believe I) saw
many that said "x ward" of Petersburg, rather than looking at the microfilm
reel for Petersburg. I still have something nagging at the back of my mind
about this, but have to wait a month before I'm back at our library to
check it out.
I knew I'd get an answer from the great minds on this listserv!!
much!

Thanks so

*Julie Huffman*, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org
*----------------* <http://www.lapl.org/>
I searched on FamilySearch for Thomas Martin with residence in Petersburg,
Virginia in 1870 and the image of the census page came up for me.
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:S3HT-6L9R-LG
Since Petersburg is an independent city, it would not be listed under
Dinwiddie County.
--Drew
*****and********
Julie,
For 1870, I show Petersburg and Petersburg Wards 1-6. 7 options.
--Lori Thornton
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From dsmith at usf.edu Sun Sep 20 10:34:36 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 2020 14:34:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free genealogy librarian webinars - time is running out
to register!
Message-ID: <D91E0402-3D2C-4723-8B9E-688A2F3C68BC@usf.edu>

If you haven?t already registered for one or more of these upcoming free webinars,
you?ll be missing the unique opportunity to interact live with the presenters!
The first webinar in the series is only 4 days from now.
Please also pass this email along to your librarian colleagues.
Claim one of the remaining seats, and we?ll look forward to seeing you there!
***
With millions of people exploring their family histories, providing genealogy and
family history resources is an important part of patron services. To assist
libraries and librarians, experts in genealogy have come together to create this
education series specifically designed for Genealogy Librarians and Patron
Services.
All classes are free, thanks to our speakers and sponsor, Vivid-Pix.
Live events are limited to 500 attendees. All classes will be recorded.
Register for live events, and view recorded events, at:
vivid-pix.com/Librarian<https://vivid-pix.com/Librarian>
Presenters
This 12-part webinar series is taught by leading experts:
Drew Smith, MA LIS, Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Sue Kaufman, MLIS, Sr. Manager, Houston Public Library - Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research
Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS, Sr. Librarian, Genealogy Center, Fort Wayne
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, Host, Generations Cafe? podcast
Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch Intl
Cyndi Ingle, An active member of several genealogical societies. Cyndi?s List
Tom Neel, MLIS- CPL Ohio Genealogical Society Library Director
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL The Legal Genealogist
Rick Voight, MBA, CEO, Co-Founder, Vivid-Pix
Schedule
Note: All webinars are held on Thursdays beginning at 2 PM Eastern Time
September 24 - Introduction to genealogical research and the role of the genealogy
librarian (Drew Smith)
October 1 - The genealogical reference interview, orientation to library resources
& services (Sue Kaufman)
October 8 - Marketing the genealogy library: traditional marketing strategies
(Allison DePrey Singleton and Amy Johnson Crow)
October 15 - Marketing the genealogy library: social media marketing strategies
(Amy Johnson Crow and Allison DePrey Singleton)
October 22 - Working with local genealogical and historical societies (Cherie Bush,
Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
October 29 - Making appropriate referrals - repositories, online resources,
professional genealogists (Cyndi Ingle)
November 5 - Collection management, affiliate programs, community, digitization,
preservation (Sue Kaufman, Tom Neel, and Allison DePrey Singleton)
November 12 - Working with volunteers and non-paid interns - existing policies,
creating policies (Tom Neel)
November 19 - Ethical and legal issues for genealogy librarians (Judy G. Russell)
December 3 - What librarians need to know about DNA testing (Drew Smith)
December 10 - Vivid-Pix RESTORE Patented, AI photo and document improvement

software (Rick Voight)
December 17 - Library programming creating / developing events (Allison DePrey
Singleton, Cherie Bush, Sue Kaufman, and Tom Neel)
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
[A picture containing drawing Description automatically generated]
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From melinde at melinde.com Sun Sep 20 11:19:12 2020
From: melinde at melinde.com (Melinde Byrne)
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 2020 15:19:12 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
In-Reply-To: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR2201MB14755B238D4DF710408C6A8CB53D0@BN6PR2201MB1475.namprd22.prod.outlook.com
>
This doesn?t sound like the known indexing flaw that is seen in the 1870 census ?
in those cases you can pull up the digitized images but the people on them are not
indexed (so can?t be found in a name search). Were these missing locations on a
different microfilm roll from the digitized-and-visible locations in the county?
Did you look at FamilySearch.org to see if they have the digitized pages?
Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG FASG FNGS
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Huffman, Julie
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:44 PM

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
Not sure if this is a/my mistake, but yesterday I found several communities missing
from the digitized 1870 federal censuses at both Ancestry and FamilySearch.
Here's what happened:
I'd found a Thomas Martin in a book index for the 1870 census whom I hadn't found
while searching for him in Ancestry and FamilySearch: Thomas Martin (b. abt 1840 in
VA), mulatto, living in the 6th ward of Petersburg, Dinwiddie county, VA.
I browsed Dinwiddie county in Ancestry.com and saw it just listed 3 townships and a
"District 2" in its collection. No Petersburg, nor Districts 1 and anything after 2
(if they exist). Petersburg is unusual in that it doesn't have a county--it's an
independent city--so I thought maybe that was the problem. But searching 1870
anywhere in Virginia with "Petersb?rg" as a keyword didn't yield the correct
Petersburg.
So, I checked our microfilm set and, sure enough, there are at least 6 wards of
Petersburg, VA showing up in it. I double checked Ancestry and FamilySearch,
searching for other names found in our microfilm set for these wards, and nothing
came up.
I was very surprised because I'd assumed Ancestry and FamilySearch had digitized
their collections from the same set of microfilm my library has: "Population
schedules of the ninth census of the United States, 1870" published by NARA in
1965. 1,748 35mm microfilm reels. So why would some reels be missing from their
online censuses?
Is this a known issue? Anyone out there reading this from Ancestry or FamilySearch?
Anyone out there who wants to try finding people from Wards 1-6 of Petersburg, VA
in the digitized collections? (maybe I'm not searching in the right direction...)
Prove me wrong!
Thank you!
--Julie
Julie Huffman, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org<mailto:jhuffman at lapl.org>
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From lovegenealogy at gmail.com Sun Sep 20 11:42:47 2020
From: lovegenealogy at gmail.com (Kimberly Powell)
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 2020 11:42:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR2201MB14755B238D4DF710408C6A8CB53D0@BN6PR2201MB1475.namprd22.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>

<BN6PR2201MB14755B238D4DF710408C6A8CB53D0@BN6PR2201MB1475.namprd22.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CAHFr0P7QFWFandLN-RbUXgoCORUOS8Tkac8-17Z8hDt5-wNw+A@mail.gmail.com>
The 1870 census, Petersburg, 6th ward is digitized on FamilySearch
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:S3HT-6L92-LD
It's also searchable here:
https://www.familysearch.org/search/record/results?q.filmNumber=4268496
Or you can find Thomas Martin via a general search of the 1870 census with
an exact search for name, residence: Virginia (or residence: Petersburg,
Virginia), and birth year.
The Ancestry search does seem quirky as far as location goes. If you choose
either Dinwiddie or Petersburg as the residence location, no results for
Thomas Martin. However, if you enter Petersburg in the keyword field it
works. You can also browse to the record.
https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/7163/images/4268496_00530
Kimberly Powell

On Sun, Sep 20, 2020 at 11:19 AM Melinde Byrne <melinde at melinde.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This doesn?t sound like the known indexing flaw that is seen in the 1870
census ? in those cases you can pull up the digitized images but the people
on them are not indexed (so can?t be found in a name search). Were these
missing locations on a different microfilm roll from the
digitized-and-visible locations in the county? Did you look at
FamilySearch.org to see if they have the digitized pages?

Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG FASG FNGS

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Huffman, Julie
*Sent:* Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:44 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?

Not sure if this is a/my mistake, but yesterday I found several
communities missing from the digitized 1870 federal censuses at both
Ancestry and FamilySearch.
Here's what happened:
I'd found a Thomas Martin in a *book* index for the 1870 census whom I
hadn't found while searching for him in Ancestry and FamilySearch: Thomas
Martin (b. abt 1840 in VA), mulatto, living in the 6th ward of Petersburg,
Dinwiddie county, VA.

> I browsed Dinwiddie county in Ancestry.com and saw it just listed 3
> townships and a "District 2" in its collection. No Petersburg, nor
> Districts 1 and anything after 2 (if they exist). Petersburg is unusual in
> that it doesn't have a county--it's an independent city--so I thought maybe
> that was the problem. But searching 1870 anywhere in Virginia with
> "Petersb?rg" as a keyword didn't yield the correct Petersburg.
>
> So, I checked our microfilm set and, sure enough, there are at least 6
> wards of Petersburg, VA showing up in it. I double checked Ancestry and
> FamilySearch, searching for other names found in our microfilm set for
> these wards, and nothing came up.
>
> I was very surprised because I'd assumed Ancestry and FamilySearch had
> digitized their collections from the same set of microfilm my library has:
> "Population schedules of the ninth census of the United States, 1870"
> published by NARA in 1965. 1,748 35mm microfilm reels. So why would some
> reels be missing from their online censuses?
>
> Is this a known issue? Anyone out there reading this from Ancestry or
> FamilySearch? Anyone out there who wants to try finding people from Wards
> 1-6 of Petersburg, VA in the digitized collections? (maybe I'm not
> searching in the right direction...) Prove me wrong!
>
> Thank you!
>
> --Julie
>
> *Julie Huffman*, Genealogy Librarian
> Los Angeles Public Library
> 630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
> 213-228-7413
> jhuffman at lapl.org
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From vaeric51 at gmail.com Sun Sep 20 12:23:50 2020
From: vaeric51 at gmail.com (Eric Grundset)
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 2020 12:23:50 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?
In-Reply-To: <CAHFr0P7QFWFandLN-RbUXgoCORUOS8Tkac8-17Z8hDt5-wNw+A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEs5skJG_q6r8SfZZdGhTjrTs=SEecTtQTprygJhLx1_ZpNmhA@mail.gmail.com>
<BN6PR2201MB14755B238D4DF710408C6A8CB53D0@BN6PR2201MB1475.namprd22.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAHFr0P7QFWFandLN-RbUXgoCORUOS8Tkac8-17Z8hDt5-wNw+A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAEnAzhuZ7+TeK_z4nkhsWTHWNx+ph9X9==1Y+o5U1pPxYNoFCQ@mail.gmail.com>
Petersburg as an independent city is not unusual in Virginia. Cities here
are all independent from surrounding or adjacent counties. This has been
the case for many years! So, one always has to look for them as separate

jurisdictions.
On Sun, Sep 20, 2020 at 11:43 AM Kimberly Powell <lovegenealogy at gmail.com>
wrote:
> The 1870 census, Petersburg, 6th ward is digitized on FamilySearch
> https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:S3HT-6L92-LD
>
> It's also searchable here:
> https://www.familysearch.org/search/record/results?q.filmNumber=4268496
>
> Or you can find Thomas Martin via a general search of the 1870 census with
> an exact search for name, residence: Virginia (or residence: Petersburg,
> Virginia), and birth year.
>
> The Ancestry search does seem quirky as far as location goes. If you
> choose either Dinwiddie or Petersburg as the residence location, no results
> for Thomas Martin. However, if you enter Petersburg in the keyword field it
> works. You can also browse to the record.
> https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/7163/images/4268496_00530
>
>
> Kimberly Powell
>
>
>
> On Sun, Sep 20, 2020 at 11:19 AM Melinde Byrne <melinde at melinde.com>
> wrote:
>
>>
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> This doesn?t sound like the known indexing flaw that is seen in the 1870
>> census ? in those cases you can pull up the digitized images but the people
>> on them are not indexed (so can?t be found in a name search). Were these
>> missing locations
>>
>> on a different microfilm roll from the digitized-and-visible locations in
>> the county? Did you look at FamilySearch.org to see if they have the
>> digitized pages?
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG FASG FNGS
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
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*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*On Behalf Of *Huffman, Julie
*Sent:* Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:44 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] missing digitized censuses?

Not sure if this is a/my mistake, but yesterday I found several
communities missing from the digitized 1870 federal censuses at both
Ancestry and FamilySearch.
Here's what happened:
I'd found a Thomas Martin in a *book* index for the 1870 census whom I
hadn't found while searching for him in Ancestry and FamilySearch: Thomas
Martin (b. abt 1840 in VA), mulatto, living in the 6th ward of Petersburg,
Dinwiddie county, VA.
I browsed Dinwiddie county in Ancestry.com and saw it just listed 3
townships and a "District 2" in its collection. No Petersburg, nor
Districts 1 and anything after 2 (if they exist). Petersburg is unusual in
that it doesn't have a county--it's an independent
city--so I thought maybe that was the problem. But searching 1870
anywhere in Virginia with "Petersb?rg" as a keyword didn't yield the
correct Petersburg.
So, I checked our microfilm set and, sure enough, there are at least 6
wards of Petersburg, VA showing up in it. I double checked Ancestry and
FamilySearch, searching for other names found in our microfilm set for
these wards, and nothing came up.
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I was very surprised because I'd assumed Ancestry and FamilySearch had
digitized their collections from the same set of microfilm my library has:
"Population schedules of the ninth census of the United States, 1870"
published by NARA in 1965. 1,748 35mm
microfilm reels. So why would some reels be missing from their online
censuses?
Is this a known issue? Anyone out there reading this from Ancestry or
FamilySearch? Anyone out there who wants to try finding people from Wards
1-6 of Petersburg, VA in the digitized collections? (maybe I'm not
searching in the right direction...) Prove
me wrong!
Thank you!
--Julie

*Julie Huffman*, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org
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>>
>> _______________________________________________
>>
>>
>> genealib mailing list
>>
>>
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Mon Sep 21 13:21:13 2020
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 2020 13:21:13 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Burke's Peerage Baronetage & Knightage, 107th ed,
published 2003
Message-ID: <000c01d6903b$9bc1fc20$d345f460$@gmail.com>

Do any libraries on the list own this particular edition of Burke's? I'm
seeking copies from volume 3 page 4169 (and others if the family [Wigram]
runs more than one page) for a patron whose name apparently appears in this
edition.
[Using the website thepeerage.com, the family also seems to appear in volume
1 page 1216.]
He wants the documentation for his family tree research. Any help
appreciated!
Victor

**Note: New e-mail address below effective April 6, 2019**

Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: victor.jones at cpcrl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>

ColorLogo_web

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
library.
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From royalhouses at uwclub.net Wed Sep 23 12:22:40 2020
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 2020 17:22:40 +0100
Subject: [Genealib] A new volume THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE Publication.
Message-ID: <5ED93E97994A49F985B6942AC085D9E3@EndUserPC>
Dear Librarians
I hope you have weathered the Coronovirus storm without casualties, and that your
Library is resuming service to its readership.
We have just published a new volume:
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
GREAT BRITAIN Volume 2
The Families of the British Consorts.
This volume records the family trees of the consorts of the British Sovereigns of
the twentieth century and their heirs, Middleton, Spencer, Greece, Bowes-Lyon, Teck
and Denmark, all being common ancestors of the eventual heir to the throne, Prince
William, Duke of Cambridge. A further section covers the family of the new consort,
Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall. The book traces a wide range of European Royal, and
British noble and commoner families, and includes the Duke and Duchess of Sussex
(Meghan Markle). 239 pages. 5th edit
2020
ISBN
978-1-9163481-1-0
Our collection of genealogy books remains available:
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE series
For many years we have been supplying our Royal Genealogy books to libraries all
over the U.S. At the moment, with the U.S. Dollar riding high, and the British
Pound low due to the European Brexit negotiations, this is a good time to top up
your collection, or indeed to start one.
To remind you about the series:
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 45 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their
descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal
family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies
of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They
include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen
Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. It
now includes a series on the descendants of the mistresses of King Charles II, many
of whom live in the U.S. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg,
Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of
Scandinavia, the Benelux, Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and
the former German Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is
shown, extending to related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe,
and in the U.S.A, Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source
of information for genealogists providing details right down to the present day.
All books have ISBN numbers.
In particular, they are a source of detailed information on German Royal and Noble
dynasties.
The
The
The
The
and

relevant 10 German/Austrian volumes are:
HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: In respect of the Habsburg Dynasty in Tuscany
Modena.

The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
The full list of volumes in this series:
GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The
Volume 2 - The
Volume 3 - The
Volume 4 - The
Volume 5 - The

Descendants
Families of
Descendants
Descendants
Descendants

of H.M. Queen Victoria.
the British Consorts.
of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,
and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King
of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of
Holderness.
?Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.
The Descendants of King Charles II - 11 volumes
This series is currently being sequentially published. It contains many families
settled in the U.S. Five Volumes are now published:
Volume 1 - with Lucy Walter and with Mary Davis - The Buccleuch Lines and The
Derwentwater Lines
Volume 2 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers Through Lady Anne FitzRoy, Countess of
Sussex, the Dacre and Barrett-Lennard Lines
Volume 3 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers From the Dukes of Cleveland and Grafton,
the FitzRoy Lines, through fourteen generations
Volume 4 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Earls of
Harrington, the Stanhope Lines.
Volume 5 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Marquesses of
Hertford, the Seymour Lines.
Volume 6 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of
Lichfield, the Calvert, Clifford and Mostyn Lines through fourteen generations.
Volume 7 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of
Lichfield, the Nevill and Dillon Lines through fourteen generations
Volume 8 - with Nell Gwynn. From the Dukes of St. Albans, the Beauclerk Lines
through fourteen generations
Volume 9 - with Louise Ren?e de Penanco?t de K?rouaille, Through Lady Louisa
Lennox, The Berkeley Lines, and through Lady Elizabeth Keppel, The Russell Lines
through fourteen generations.
Volume 10 - with Louise Ren?e de Penanco?t de K?rouaille, Through Charles Lennox.
Duke of Richmond, the Gordon-Lennox Lines, and the FitzGerald Lines of the Dukes of
Leinster through fourteen generations
Volume 11 - with Louise Ren?e de Penanco?t de K?rouaille. through Charles Lennox.
The Keppel Lines of the Earls of Albemarle and the Barrington Lines, through

fourteen generations
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA
The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg
The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN
The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
Books may be bought individually, or in groups [e.g. The British 6 or 15, Stuart 9,
Charles II 11; or German 10 set]. Payment may be made by credit card or bankers
payment, and we can receive a direct purchase, or we could dispatch the book with
an invoice. We will respond personally to enquiries concerning specific orders.
"We offer a discount of 16% to U.S. Libraries:
All books are priced for you, net of discount, at GBP (British Pounds) ? 32.00 (US$
40.84 at today's exchange rate). The retail price is ?38(US$48.50).
A delivery charge of GBP ? 10.00 (US$ 12.76) is added to each order (regardless of
the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier)
The easiest purchasing method is through the website:
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL
(U.S. Libraries) when asked. This will give you a 16% discount on your books,
resulting in a price of GBP32 = US$40.84 per book. The total price will be charged
to your credit or debit card in U.S. Dollars through PayPal.
Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).
Orders for dispatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail to us, and a
quote will be made.
We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with
your genealogical research, and add value to your collection
Yours ever
Patricia
PATRICIA ARNOLD

Publisher of
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.
Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
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From JaDunn at library.IN.gov Wed Sep 30 14:42:33 2020
From: JaDunn at library.IN.gov (Dunn, Jamie)
Date: Wed, 30 Sep 2020 18:42:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Virtual Genealogy and Local History Fair, October 24th
Message-ID:
<DM8PR09MB6360DE3F973489594F0E739DE6330@DM8PR09MB6360.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Good afternoon,
The Virtual Genealogy and Local History Fair, hosted by the Indiana State Library,
will take place on Saturday, October 24th, 10:00 am to 3:30 pm. Our theme is "The
Women in Your Family Tree," examining techniques for researching women as well as
looking as women's suffrage and other social movements. Highly acclaimed speakers
Gena Philibert-Ortega and Katherine Willson will present the following:
Gena Philibert-Ortega will speak on "25 Tips for Researching Your Female
Ancestors," providing information to help identify, trace, and discover more about
your female ancestors. Gena will also present "Fabric, Cigars, and Murder,"
presenting her research on a community of Hoosier women who worked on a 1930s-era
quilt top she discovered in California.
Katherine Willson will present "Social Reform Movements of the 19th Century,
examining the beginnings of the women's suffrage movement and other social reforms
such as free public education, prison reform, and temperance. She will discuss
where records pertaining to these movements can be found. Katherine will also hold
a Question and Answer session to answer questions provided by Fair attendees.
Registration is free and required.

This event will be held via Zoom.

To learn more or to register, please visit
https://calendar.in.gov/site/isl/event/genealogy-and-local-history-fair-1/.
Please share this with anyone who may be interested.
Jamie Dunn
Supervisor, Genealogy Division
Indiana State Library
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